What Does a Digital Supply Chain Look Like?

Learn how Amber Road enables you to transform your
global supply chain network with Global Trade Management solutions to
improve margins, lower risks, enhance agility and improve speed-to-market.

Global Sourcing
Consider all international sourcing factors
to improve operational performance
Concept Collaboration
New products begin as a
“concept” in a designer’s
head, and are then
transformed into drawings
and product specifications.
This information is then shared
across the organization and
with key suppliers to start the
commercialization process.
Material Library Management
Then materials and components
are developed collaboratively
with suppliers to identify the right
combination and create the bill
of material.

Collaborative Product Design
Designers and buyers work jointly
with all internal and external teams
to translate product concepts into a
new product.

Sample Management
and Initial Costing
Now product managers and
designers manage samples and
obtain a full understanding of
material costs with suppliers earlier
in the product process.

Facility Compliance
Procurement teams identify
and track factory and supplier
regulatory compliance, codes of
conduct and ethical requirements
to ensure timely production.

Product Testing
Throughout the sourcing and
production processes, products
are thoroughly inspected to
ensure safety standards.

Quality Control Inspection
Quality assurance personnel
catch product quality concerns
quickly with off-line and mobile
capabilities to ensure a timely
response to critical issues.
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Costing Management
At this point, actual and simulated
product costs can be identified
to compare all product, cost and
supplier information.

Production Tracking
Real-time production information is
shared with suppliers to reduce the
impact of production delays and
ensure timely deliveries.

Vendor Management
Buyers and merchandisers
exchange purchase order,
performance and other key
information with international
suppliers to shorten cycle times,
increase service levels and lower
costs.

Shipment Preparation
When orders are ready to ship,
all required information is collected,
including ASNs, Customs clearance
data, container weight and other
data.

Sourcing Optimization
Sourcing teams identify and
consider all costs, benefits, risks
and other factors before selecting a
supplier or production partner.

Order Collaboration
Manufacturers, retailers and
distributors track orders and
proactively identify production
issues due to raw material delays
across the supply chain network.

Production
Management
Improve collaboration and better
leverage enterprise data for improved
factory-level visibility and control

Global
Transportation
& Logistics
Identify and remove
inefficiencies to improve
cycle time and reduce
supply chain risk

Contract & Rate Management
Transportation analysts translate
ocean and air shipping contracts
to determine the best carriers at
optimal prices.

Import & Export
Management
Carrier Selection and Booking
When international goods are
ready for shipment, the appropriate
carrier is selected based on route
and cost considerations.

Invoice Management
Upon receipt of the carrier invoice,
any discrepancies are identified
and resolved prior to payment.

Data Quality Management
Supply chain and IT professionals
align message formats,
terminology and codes that
account for various differences
across trading partners, countries,
companies and agencies.

Integrated Service Provider
Network
Global supply chain personnel
securely exchange order, shipment
and other information with
suppliers, carriers, brokers and
other trading partners.

Performance Management
As soon as a product is shipped,
key metrics and trading partner
performance indicators are
collected and presented via
scorecards and dashboards.

Ensure complete and
accurate compliance
for cross-border
shipments

Entry Management
Global trade managers translate all
import rules and regulations and
provide accurate data to regulatory
agencies to ensure compliance.

Importer Security Filing
Customs specialists prepare and
submit all data requirements for
the ISF directly to CBP or to a
designated agent.
Supply Chain Visibility
Supply chain managers track
and trace the inbound and
outbound movement of goods
to ensure timely deliveries and a
quicker response to unexpected
disruptions.

Landed Cost Calculation
Determine accurate total costs by
including brokerage fees, shipping
costs, duties, taxes and additional
fees imposed by governments
worldwide.
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Free Trade Agreements
Global trade managers identify,
qualify and manage preferential duty
programs to lower product costs.
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Product Classification
Compliance specialists properly
classify products based on the
country of import or export while
documenting all criteria for a
possible audit.

Restricted Party Screening
Corporations and higher education
institutions can avoid dealing with
unauthorized parties by screening
customers, suppliers and other
trading partners in real-time.

Deemed Exports
Higher education institutions must
especially manage the exchange
of sensitive information and
technology to meet regulatory
compliance standards.

License Management
Global trade and compliance
specialists analyze products and
search appropriate government
regulations to determine any
license requirements.

End-use Management
Meanwhile, all information is
collected from trading partners
to confirm the intended use
of products meets export and
compliance regulations.

ITAR Compliance
Companies involved in the crossborder movement of defense and
military-related technologies must
meet all additional regulations
associated with the export of
defense articles.

Foreign-Trade Zones
Importers, distributors and
manufacturers can establish
and organize a geographical or
factory area where commercial
merchandise receives duty, cost
and process advantages.
China Trade Management
Corporations operating in China
meet General and Processing
Trade requirements and access
timely regulatory updates to ensure
uninterrupted import and export
shipments.

Duty
Management
Take full advantage of
preferential trade programs
to lower and eliminate
duties, taxes and fees
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Value Factors
Cost, Risk, Agility & Speed
Comprehensively address your global supply chain network to
achieve competitive advantages
Global expansion is a reality for many organizations in today’s environment of shrinking
product margins and increasing competition. As companies expand global sourcing
and sales operations, they are put under significant pressure to deliver the right
product at the lowest price into the waiting hands of customers at the expected time.
To address this complex environment, organizations need to take a holistic, integrated
approach that combines product development, sourcing optimization, supplier
management, product and factory risk, and quality assurance with visibility every step
of the way. As a result, you can reduce global supply chain costs, lower risk, enhance
agility and improve speed-to-market.

Global Knowledge®
Amber Road offers the industry’s most comprehensive
database of government regulations and international
business rules, tightly integrated within our suite of global
trade management (GTM) software. Global Knowledge®
powers our GTM suite by underlying the processes of
importing, exporting and administering preferential
trade agreements.

Global Trade Academy
Maximize global supply chain performance and
streamline compliance with exceptional expertise
Amber Road helps global organizations maximize global supply chain
performance and streamline global trade compliance processes, resulting
in faster time-to-market for new products, increased product innovation,
significant duty savings, and reduced compliance risks. Amber Road’s Trade
Advisory Practice for global supply chain management delivers services to
assist companies in effectively obtaining their C-TPAT certification, adhere to
Importer Self-Assessment requirements, leverage sustainable supply chain
strategies and accurately classify products.

About Amber Road
Amber Road’s (NYSE: AMBR) mission is to dramatically transform the way companies
conduct global trade. As a leading provider of cloud-based global trade management
(GTM) software, trade content and training, we help companies all over the world create
value through their global supply chain by improving margins, achieving greater agility and
lowering risk. We do this by creating a digital model of the global supply chain that enables
collaboration between buyers, sellers and logistics companies. We replace manual and
outdated processes with comprehensive automation for global trade activities, including
sourcing, supplier management, production tracking, transportation management, supply
chain visibility, import and export compliance, and duty management. We provide rich data
analytics to uncover areas for optimization and deliver a platform that is responsive and
flexible to adapt to the ever-changing nature of global trade.
For more information, please visit www.amberroad.com, email Solutions@AmberRoad.com
or call 201-935-8588.
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